Hot Jazz and Cool Apps
at CA-World 1998

BE

sure to stop by the NaSPA booth, #108,
while you’re at CA-World 1998,
Computer Associates’ annual conference.
This year’s conference provides you an
opportunity to take advantage of numerous
educational opportunities as well as experience all that New Orleans offers.

CA-World 1998
CA-World 1998 is unlike any other conference! It’s all about hot jazz and cool
apps. CA-World 1998 is one of the premier
technology conferences in the industry and
it’s happening April 26 through May 1,
1998 in New Orleans.

CA-World 1998: A Conference Within a Conference

Enterprise Management
GEM: The Global Enterprise Management
Conference (GEM) at CA-World 1998 is
the premier conference for IT professionals
interested in total enterprise management.
GEM provides management solutions in
systems and networking for heterogeneous
as well as traditional mainframe environments. GEM also incorporates the major
areas of enterprise management, including
Change and Configuration, Help Desk,
Output, Performance and Resource, Workload, and Storage. This is a great opportunity
to learn about exciting new technologies
and current advances in mainframe legacy
solutions, such as CA-7, CA-Endevor, CA-1,
and CA-MICS. You will also discover how
CA is successfully integrating the legacy
and heterogeneous environments with CA
solutions, including the Windows NT-based
Workstations and Web-based products such
as CA-DocView/Web.

traditional IT boundaries — all can be
managed from the office, home, or on the
road over the Web.
ESAC: The Enterprise-Wide Security and
Audit Conference (ESAC) offers more than
200 sessions covering all of today’s security
topics such as digital signatures, directory
services, mainframe security, UNIX,
Windows NT, and AS/400. Industry experts
from all security and audit disciplines share
their real-life experiences and provide practical advice for securing Internet/intranet,
automating administration, launching inhouse security awareness programs, and
much more. Hands-on labs let you experience new, emerging technologies, including
Unicenter TNG, the CA Security Workstations, the latest firewalls, and security
surveillance toolkits.
opsXchange: The opsXchange Conference
is an automation user conference emphasizing event management across the
enterprise for both MVS mainframes and
distributed computing. At opsXchange you
will gain insight into Computer Associates’
automation technology.
Highlighted at the opsXchange Conference
are CA’s strategic automation products
for enterprise-wide automation — CAOPS/MVS II, Unicenter TNG Automation
Point Option, and Unicenter TNG MVS
Event Manager Option — and their integration with Unicenter TNG.

Application Development

Unicenter: The Unicenter Conference is
your chance to become completely
immersed in the latest Unicenter TNG
disciplines including Asset Management,
Directory Management, Network Management, Agent Technology, Software Delivery,
Enterprise Scheduling, Help Desk, Storage,
Application and Database Management,
and much more. You’ll learn how to manage
anything from anywhere with Unicenter —
from the PC to the mainframe, to beyond

ADC: The Application Development
Conference (ADC) at CA-World 1998 is a
technical conference geared toward all
information technology professionals,
especially those who develop and maintain
applications and those who face critical
Year 2000 issues.
ADC explores the latest in application
trends across a broad spectrum, from traditional mainframe-based applications to
state-of-the-art client/server applications
such as Jasmine and Opal, that exploit the
power of multimedia, as well as the Internet
and intranet. Designed to both educate and
inform IT professionals, ADC provides a
unique opportunity to experience hands-on
training and learn first-hand how others
have implemented CA solutions to meet
their business needs.
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At CA-World 1998, you will have a
chance to preview some of the industry’s
hottest new technology. Unicenter TNG,
the de facto enterprise management system,
and the Internet’s hottest multimedia application development and database technology, Jasmine, are being showcased at CAWorld 1998.
We recommend picking a primary topic
to be your central focus. This way, you can
attend the sessions you want and meet with
the experts in the areas in which you are
interested. To help you with your selection,
the following is a brief description of each
conference. For more detailed information
on these conferences visit our Web site at
www.caworld.com or call (800)CAINFO98
(800-224-6369) or (516)342-6600.

TechniCon: TechniCon addresses the
challenges of a technologically complex
world, exploring such leading-edge technologies as object-oriented programming
and databases, OLE, ActiveX, 32-bit
operating systems, client/server development, multi-tier applications, and graphical
user interfaces (GUIs). Additionally, there
will be a wide selection of user symposiums and hands-on workshops, along
with question and answer panels for
exploring timely and topical issues.
TechniCon 1998 will add a new dimension of knowledge for all your needs,
including converting CA-Visual Objects
code to Jasmine. Experience the technology for both the novice and the
experienced developer.

Database Management
CADRE: CADRE at CA-World 1998
arms you with first-hand information
about the best ways to leverage your
investment in CA-Datacom and CA-Ideal
systems, as well as provides experience
with the latest tools and techniques available in the industry. Additionally, CADRE
provides an outstanding opportunity to
learn up-to-date information about CADatacom from other users as well as
senior CA developers.
At CADRE you will have the opportunity to network with your peers and CA
development and support personnel.
CADRE schedules Special Interest Group
meetings, sets aside designated tables
during lunch, and provides special meeting
areas in the Technical Campground so
attendees can debate and discuss their
common interests.
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IMC: The Information Management
Conference (IMC) at CA-World 1998
provides the opportunity for Information
Technology and Business User professionals to educate themselves on the
current status and latest plans for the
CA-IDMS and CA-CAS product families.
Attendees at IMC will learn how to effectively exploit current and emerging technologies to meet their business needs of
today and tomorrow.
Other sessions educate users in exciting
new technology opportunities such as
Jasmine and Opal, CA’s exciting Internetenabling products, multi-platform data
sharing, and replication.
Ingres World: Ingres World provides the
ideal opportunity to catch up on the latest
enhancements and to plan for the future.
This year’s conference offers hundreds
of sessions designed to deliver detailed
information on the latest releases of
OpenIngres and OpenROAD, as well as
future plans.
Other sessions educate users in exciting
new technology opportunities such as
Jas-mine, the Internet’s hottest multimedia application development and database technology.
Jasmine: The Jasmine Conference at
CA-World 1998 explores the business and
technology opportunities that Jasmine
presents. Jasmine offers the power and
robustness of a pure object database,
combined with an integrated development
tool, built-in multimedia support, and the
openness to integrate with existing
applications and data. You’ll have the
opportunity to attend technical sessions
geared to all levels of Jasmine expertise.

Take a tour of the World Resource Center
to view demonstrations of “Jasmine @
Work,” participate in a hands-on workshop
to learn the basics of the Jasmine Application Development and meet with
technicians from the Jasmine development and support teams to ask questions,
share ideas, and offer suggestions.

CA Business Partners
Channel Partner: The Channel Partner
Conference at CA-World 1998 is a unique
opportunity for worldwide business partners to strengthen strategic relationships,
explore new technology, increase profitability, and maximize their partnership
potential. Learn how Computer Associates
plans to enhance this partnership with
details on upcoming product direction,
Partner Program changes, and ongoing
channel support. The Channel Partner
Conference offers a global sales vision
and a focus on the tools needed for
optimum growth combined with the
opportunity to attend any of hundreds
of CA-World 1998 presentations and
experience state-of-the-art technology in
the World Resource Center. ts
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